
ISKRA
LIBERTÉ EGALITÉ HUMANITÉ (CE21)
From 1970 to 1992, ISKRA was Scandinavia’s foremost group for 

free improvised music. They made fanciful, unpredictable, uniquely 

personal music that transgressed all genre boundaries. ISKRA’s 

music was built on collective improvisation, and the arsenal of 

instruments used was limitless. The group produced four LP albums 

and one CD. In 2003 original ISKRA members Jörgen Adolfsson, 
Tuomo Haapala, Sune Spångberg and Arvid Uggla reunited at 

Café Aguéli in Stockholm for a spontaneous and wonderful casual 

concert that was recorded and is now released on this CD.

BENGT BERGER, ROLAND KEIJSER, 
KJELL WESTLING 
THE VEDBOD TAPES (CE20)
In a “vedbod” (woodshed in swedish) in the swedish countryside 

three young instrumentalists from the progressive music movement 

met for three days in the summer of 1977 to play as many 

meaningful notes as possible. Here are quite a few of them on one 

cd and one digital-only album (CEX15) with two long extra tracks.

Spontaneous music, colored by jazz, swedish folk and what not.

BERGER, KEIJSER, WESTLING: MORE VEDBOD TAPES (CEX15)

SASHI & RAVI BELLARE
TABLA JUGALBANDI fOR USTAD 
SHAMSUDDIN KHAN’S PUNyATITHI (CE18)
This duet from 1968 with tabla legends Shashi and Ravi Bellare 
is a real gem. The compositions played are very rare and authentic. 

The twins play in a spontaneous and off the cuff fashion keeping the 

audience mesmerized. At the same time we release a solo from a 

private concert with Ravi Bellare in digital-only format (CEX16).

RAVI BELLARE: A PRiVATE TABlA COnCERT AT inDORkAR’S hOuSE 
in ChEMBuR, BOMBAy 1968 (CEX16)

ELIAS KRANTZ
NIGHT ICE (VINyL EDITION) (CE17V)
Country & Eastern took a bold step in a new direction when we 

released our first album in the Al Dente post-rock-indie-instrumental-

krautrock-neojazz-alternative-electronic-psychedelic-experimental-

pop genre, Night Ice by Elias Krantz on may 23, 2011. The 

pressure for a release on vinyl has been massive so, exactly one 

year later we release the LP.

ThE RELEASE pARTy for all the new albums will be held in the 

Bucky Dome at Skeppsholmen in Stockholm on may 22 at 5 p.m.

MAY 17– SEPTEMBER 9

BUCKY DOME 
AT SKEPPSHOLMEN
In summer of 1971, Moderna Museet 
and Bengt Carling built a dome 
according to the American architect 
Buckminster Fuller’s concept of “more 
with less”. Throughout the summer of 
1971, the jazz musician Don Cherry, 
his artist wife Moki Cherry, their 
children Neneh and Eagle-Eye Cherry, 
a dog and a cat all lived in the “Jail” on 
Skeppsholmen, inviting their musician 
and artist friends to the “Dome” to 
play music, perform, paint and arrange 
educational art activities for kids and 
grown-ups. 

Thursday 17 is the grand opening for 
the new Dome in the muséums’ garden 
at Skeppsholmen.

With Neneh Cherry & The Thing plus 
Eagle-Eye Cherry and The Organic 

Music Band. During all 
summer The Bucky Dome 
will be a musical meeting 
place in the spirit of then 
and now.

Info at www.modernamuseet.se/
sv/Stockholm/Program/Bucky-
Dome/ and at the C&E site.

 

MERA GARTZ IN MEMORIAM
On april 28, legendary swedish 
progressive music ikon Thomas Mera 
Gartz was suddenly snatched away 
from us. Among many many other things 
he was a member of The Bitter Funeral 
Beer Band (CE09-CEX09). This year we 
also lost two indian C&E artists, Shashi 
Bellare and K. Shivakumar

 

Online store
www.countryandeastern.se
You can buy our albums from our site 
and you can be linked to the digital 
albums. Our regular distributor is Naxos.
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